2018 Shippensburg Groundhog Shortrange Match
There are some changes for the 2018 year for the Long Range Groundhog match. Those changes
are listed below.
1. Factory light class- Must be identifiable as factory original including the receiver, barrel,
and trigger. NEW FOR 2018 STOCKS MAY BE AFTERMARKET however no
varmint or target style stocks in the light class. Bedding may be changed, trigger
adjusted, recoil pad added. Rifle must have a diameter of 0.680" or less at some point on
the barrel. Rifles chambered for BR and PPC cartridges are not permitted. Accuracy
assets/sleds and barrel tuners/de-resonators are not permitted. Scope levels and bi-pods
are permitted. AR style rifles that fit the barrel diameter restrictions will fall in this class
(must still be factory barrel).
2. Factory Heavy class-Must be identifiable as factory original including the receiver,
trigger and barrel. NEW FOR 2018 STOCKS MAY BE AFTERMARKET. Bedding
may be changed, trigger adjusted, recoil pad added. Remington 40X and factory Custom
Shop rifles are not permitted. Rifles chambered for BR and PPC cartridges are not
permitted. Accuracy assets/sleds are not permitted. Scope levels and bi-pods are
permitted. AR Style rifles that have heavy/varmint barrels will fit in this class (must still
be factory barrel).
3. Light Custom- Any rifle weighing up to 13.5 pounds as fired. Any scope is permitted.
Winning rifles may be weighed before results are final and prizes are awarded. Weight
indicated by the club scale is official. An excess of one ounce (0.06 pounds) will be
attributed to scale error. The Range Officer may request that any rifle shooting in this
class be weighed at the end of any relay.
4. Heavy Custom class- Any custom gun over 13.5 pounds
5. Hunter Class- Any hunting style rifle (no target/varmint style stocks) weighting less than
10lbs chambered in a minimum of 243/6mm. Rifles chambered for BR and PPC
cartridges are not permitted. Maximum of 18X for the scope power. If your scope goes
over that you will have to turn it down to 18x to shoot. Winning rifles may be weighed
before results are final and prizes are awarded.

Factory Light, Factory Heavy, Light Custom, & Heavy Custom Class
Shots will be from the bench at groundhog targets located at 100, 200 and 320 yards
away. You will have 7 minutes to shoot 5 shots for score at each distance. You are
allowed unlimited sighters within the 7minute time frame you are given to shoot.
$15 per gun entry fee
50% of the entry fees will be paid out.
The mount of places paid out will be determined by how many shooters are in the class.

Hunter Class
Shots will be fired from the bench at deer vital targets located at 100, 200 and 320 yards
away. You will have 7 minutes to shoot 3 shots at your target for score. You are not
allowed any sighters as to replicate an actual hunting situation. Any more than 3 shots on
the target will result in the highest score being taken away.
$5 per gun entry fee
Winner will take 50% of the entry fees
Only one place will be paid in this class so it is “Winner Take All”

End Of The Year Payout
End of the year payout will take the top 4 scores out of the first 6 matches of the year.
October 27th score will not count toward the end of the year results.

